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MANAGEMMI  OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY 

1.  The Need 

The  concept of Appropriate Technology developed 
in  the context of industrialisation in developing 
economies has undergone considerable  change.    Dr.Shoemocher 
referred to it  as Intermediate Technology where  the 
stress was mainly on replacing  scarce  capital with 
cheap labour.     The focus is now on having a technology 
which helps these  countries to attain self-reliance and 
self-sustained growth and to use local resources,  both 
human and material,   to produce goods and services that 
are needed.    The  technology emphasis is,  therefore,  on 
the  use of renewable resources and preserving the non- 
renewable, or the  fosil resources.    Adaption of techno- 
logies in the developing countries   has   thus to  save 
capital,  and at the   same time   should be in a position 
to form capital for  self-sustained growth.    Similarly, 
productivity  should be  such that it is sufficient to 
help producers and workers to attain a better standard 
of   living.    The process of industrialisation  should help 
in removing the disparities in the levels of incomes of 
the people as also in the levels of development of 
different regions,   and within a region between the  urban 
£.nd rural communities.    In countries where the population 
pressure is high,   the main focus of Appropriate Technology 
is to create more  employment opportunities so  that 
Birgration to   the urban centres is minimised.     In fact, 
the role of Appropriate Technology is to create economic 
development with  social justice. 

In the developing countries, more than 50 per cent 
of the gross national product is contributed by the 
primary seotor which also prevides employment to half of the 
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active workforce.    The role of  the industrial   sector 
particularly  that of  the  rural  industries is to  extend 
support to  agriculture both as  a provider of inputs 
and as a processor of agricultural produce.    Eighty per 
cent of  the population live in   the rural areas and 
agricultural activity is well dispersed.    The  induatries 
that are required   to  support  agriculture nave  UGO  to 
oe  sufficiently dispersed,   if  they are  to meet  the needs 
of  farming and of  the farm communities. 

fhe question  that is often aeked in  the developing 
countries is  the  objective of industrialisation;   how 
well  can inuustry  benefit  both t^e consumer and  the 
producer.     Effective utilisation of resources -  capital 
resources,  physical  resources end human resources - assumes 
great  relevance.    Again,   both production and consumption 
needs are apparently at variance.    Employment and entre- 
preneurs!^  could  be classified  as the production need 
while  the direct consumption indirect consumption by the 
other sectors could be the coneumption need.  The problem 
is then to match the two,  i.e.   to satisfy the  consumer 
with ¿ooas of right quality and appropriate price and 
induce  the producer to use less  sophisticated technology., 
The producer is interested in maximising profit and trying 
to get the beat (highest) price for his product.    There 
are UBO  conflicting ¿rear  between the  interest of the 
entrepreneur and of  the industrial workers. 

The characteristic of the developing economy is 
the persisting low per capita income,  the impact of which 
reflect in the market.    The developed infrastructure is 
found only in  the  capital cities.    There is hardly any 
infrastructure in the hinterlands.    Entrepreneurial  (local), 
managerial and technical skills are scarce in these 
countries.    Though expatriate entrepreneurs are  to be found 
in  the capital  cities and  some of the larger towns, 
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local entrepreneurahip is very  any,  risk-takin¿ capacitá- 
is low,   and  simple managerial  skills for  starting an 
industry are lacking in 11103t  of the  regions. 

These  objectives of  economic development v.ith   social 
justice -  starting industries in less developed and rural 
areas v.iti:  rianimai  infrastructure and  small markets, 
aaving of  capital,   at the  same   time,   forming  capital, 
creatin¿ employment and local  entrepreneurship,   increasing 
productivity,  establishing viable units for small markets 
and  in backward areas ere all apparently contradictory. 
They  appear as much contradictory as individual freedom 
end  rapid economic development  (as viewed in centrally 
planned economies). 

The developing countries are not looking for   17th 
century or  18th century technology,  but a  "new innovative 
technology"  to meet the  challenge.    Recently the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) 
suggested a new approach! 

"The  search for greater technological flexibility, 
which is stimulated by typical  factor proportions 
in developing countries, need not involve a 
return to primitive processes of production,  to 
nineteenth century designs of equipment or to 
hand-operated blast furnaces.    Rather,   it requires 
a greater readiness to eschew unquestioned 
adoption of  the most up-to-date and most presti- 
gious capital-intensive  and integrated production 
processes,  which have been developed for use in 
countries where labour is particularly scarce and 
to seek out the efficient processes employed in 
those developed countries where the relative 
abundance of capital and labour is somewhat closer 
to  the  situation in many developing countries". 

Though the conoept of Appropriate Technology as an 
instrument of economic development with social justice 
has been aooepted in developing countries,  and propagated 
actively by international organisations like UNIDO, ILO, ato., 
very little has been dona in these oountries in the direction 
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of programme implementation.    The metropolitan cities 
continue to  grow at  the expense  of  the  rural areas, 
creating  social and ecological problems.    Disparities 
in incomes anu levels of living are increasing. 

Acceptance  of Appropriate Technology by individual 
firms and entrepreneurs has  been      insignificant in these 
regions.    The promotional measures are either inadequate 
or  tend to promote  the  "status quo".    The non-availability 
of Appropriate Technology which is testeu and proven is 
acting as a disincentive,  and  this is further accentuated 
by the aggressive propagation of sophisticated  technolo- 
gies by the developed  countries.    The internal  and the 
external competition for the products of  Appropriate 
Technologies is also  a major difficulty in the promotion 
of these technologies. 

The evaluation and assessment of  technologies from 
the  stand point of individual and social cost-benefit, 
followed by appropriate policy measures for developing, 
transferring these technologies,  calls for management 
skills,  administrative acumen,  and bold promotional 
measures.    A model appropriate  technology transfer system 
ia illustrated in figure-1,  that shows the linkages of 
activitiea in development end  transfer.    Bach of   these 
activities could be sub-system with several variables 
which have to be taken care of. 
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2. Application 

Appropriate Technology  cannot be applied  to  all 
types of industries.    The industries producing plastics, 
metals,  fertilizers,   basic drugs etc., have  to have 
capital  intensive   sophisticated technologies.     Por 
achieving economies of scale of production,  capacities of 
production have  to be of large.    In the absence of lfirge 
scale  research  and development facilities in  the develop- 
ing countries,   these  technologies have  to be  obtained 
from developed  countries.     In  some of  the  developing 
countries,   adaptation, modification and      even new 
technologies have been   .eveloped.      India's basic industry is 
today manufacturing most of the capital goods for the engineering and 
othei   industries which have teen adapted 

to local  conditions. The     processing industries from 
the      basic raw materials can use effectively  the 
appropriate  technology to produce different consumer 
and producer goods,  e.g.  the moulding oí plastics by 
hand-operated or semi-automatic plants has been practised 
in most of  the  developing countries.    They either process 
the basic raw materials of the sophisticated technology 
or import  the  basic raw materials.    Likewise,   fabrication 
from metals into final finished products can be attempted 
in the  small scale  sector with the use of simple 
technology which is inexpensive.    The production of 
pesticides,  fertiliser or production of basic drugs 
needs a  sophisticated mass production technology while 
the formulations of pesticides or pharmaceuticals are 
not capitbl-intensive.    Labour-intensive  techniques or 
simple manufacturing technologies could be effectively 
used. 

The primary agro-processing or forest based 
industries are by and large dispersed and located near 
the source of raw materials. These industries can use 
sppropriste technologies.    Similarly, it has relévanos 
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to  the production of a large number of  consumer goods 
needed in the  rural or semi-urban areas.     It  saves on 
the   cost of   transportation as they tre  located near 
the   consumer points and the  products are of relevance 
to   the local  consumers.    In an economy where infra- 
structure is not well developed  and the distribution 
channels are not well formed,   the marketing  ana distribu- 
tion costs are  necessarily high.    The local production 
to  meet the  local needs is economical and gains 
importance. 

Appropriât«? Technologies are also described as 
"relevant"  technologies for  the  developing countries. 
The relevance of the technology varies from one country 
to  another depending on the   resource endowment and man- 
power position of a particular country.    The  countries 
where  labour is in short supply,   the appropriate technology 
may have   to  be  both  capital   saving as well  as labour- 
saving.    In countries where  infrastructure facilities 
are not available,  it may have  to depend on the minimum 
infrastructure and develop plants which  can meet the 
local markets and not design plants which entail large 
transportation  costs for the  finished products.    Under 
these  conditions,  Appropriate Technology becomes an 
effective tool. 

a)   Stimulation of local entreureneurahip 

Entrepreneur ship in the developing countries is 
very shy and  the  risk taking ability is low.    The entre- 
preneur would like to take up  technology which is not 
complicated and which is comparatively cheap.    He would 
not like to  set up a large  factory as he  lacks the necessary 
management  skills.    The development of local or indigenous 
entrepreneurahxp based on local resources,   using 
appropriate  technology as it is often termed appropriate 
.consistent with his skills and   the local markets seems 
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to   be the  answer.    This entrepreneur will have  to be 
trained and helped in the use of technology, marketing 
oí' hia products and  to i'ind finance  from local institutions. 

b)   Dispersal of industrial activity 

Attempts at industrialisation in the  developing 
countries with the   "imported modern  technologies" have 
resulted in industrialisation of the metropolitan towns. 
The  rural areas have not benefited by this process.    Even 
the  industries based on the ¿jrimary   sector are located in 
metropolitan towns with the  result  that the   r?w materials 
are  transported to  the metropolitan towns and finished 
goods transported back to  the  rural areas.    Examples of 
this are not lacking in the developing countries.    Bombay 
(Inula) has a concentration of  textile mills and oil 
processing industries.    The raw materials from the Western 
part of the country are transported to Bombay for processing 
in  the mills and the products are despatched back again. 
Similarly,   the concentration of insecticide manufacturers, 
pharmaceutical manufacturers in metropolitan towns like 
Bombay prepare formulations for supply to the rural areas. 
These technologies need infrastructure and social overheads 
which are  available only in these towns«    The resources sre 
wasted in transportation,  distribution, etc.,  resulting in 
high price  to the ultimate consumer in the  rural areas. 

Appropriate technologies on the other hand help in the 
dispersal of industrial activity and  take it ne euer the 
consumers and to  the producers of raw materials.    The 
establishment of giant plants in the metropolitan centres 
is  creating ecological,  sociological and other problems 
which could be minimised by having small units based on 
Appropriate Technologies using minimum infrastructure 
facilities in the rural areas* 
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The answer for industrialising the  developing 
countires is not either Appropriate Technology or Modern 
Technology but & judicious combination of the   two.    What 
cen be  done  effectively with Appropriate Technology,  in 
a decentralised way need not  be done with Modern Technology 
and vice versa.    Appropriate  Technology sector could be 
identified through a systematic process of cost (social 
and primate)  benefit analysis, keeping in view the 
development objectives and priorities.    This is the first 
step in the  system of development and transfer of 
Appropriate Technology toattain self-sustaining economic 
growth. 

J 
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3T   Status of industrial  technology in developing counts«» 

Technologies existing in  the  developing countries 
could  be   broadly classified into   two  uistinct catégories. 

a) Traditional   technologies 
b) Modern  technologies 

The   traditional  sector    has been in existence  almost 
from the  uawn of  civilisation  in  these  countries.     It 
occupieu  a  very important position  before   the  Industrial 
Revolution in   the  «feat.     It exported inuustriai  goods to 
the   Western countries.    For example,  Lacca Muslin,   a  fine 
textile prouuced in Dacca in Bangla UPan was exported 
to U.K.     Likewise,   several other industrial orouucts of 
the   traditional  sector had u wide  domestic market and  an 
export market.     This  sector  supplied all  the  rural  require- 
ments like  agricultural  implements,  processing facilities, 
etc.     It had  the patronage  of   the  kings and   the   Government 
in  those days.     It provided employment to a   sizeable   number 
of  artisans.    Tuia   sector declined alter  the  Inuustrial 
Revolution in the West,   ana the  colonialisetion of the 
West.    The   traditional  sector was directly and indirectly 
suppressed  to provide markets from the  industrialised 
countries of the West. 

Inspite of this,   in most of the developing countries, 
the   sizeable number of non-farm occupations in the rural 
areas are in the  traditionel  sector which are  struggling 
to pro duos for   the needs of the  rural community.    The 
technology in this sector is handed over from father to son 
and has undergone very little bhan^e in the last few 
hundred years.    The capital investment in the   technology is 
very low.     Its productivity is also low.    The products 
have  undergone very little change over the years.    This sector 
is mostly non-power operated and is dispersed all over. 
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Though certain concentrations of artisans 
can be  found in some areas,  the basic traditional 
trades like  blacksmithy,  carpentry, pottery, footwear 
are  found in most of the  settlements. 

Studies have shown that  there has been a deoline 
in both employment,  production and in the number of 
unite in the   traditional sector.    This decline is attri- 
buteu  to  the  fact that the traditional  sector is Isa no 
longer able  to meet the   growing production and consumption 
needs of  the  rural community.    The progressive farmer's 
needs are not  satisfied with the  simple agricultural 
implements  tnd processing facilities.    He wants to  use 
the modern tractor,  electric pump  sets, pesticides, 
fertilisers,   etc 

The productivity of tne  traditional sector is so 
low that  this  sector is aptly described as "subsistance 
industry",  i.e. where the producer consumes all he 
produces,   wi en the result that there is hardly any surplus 
left lor ploughing back into the  economy.    Many Government», 
in   their anxiety to preserve and promote the  traditional 
sector either for the novelty or for retaining the 
employment potential of the sector,  ere giving subsidies 
and other assistance.    This sector instead of contributing 
to  the economy, is absorbing capitel produced in the other 
sectors.    Inspite of subsidies,   the  Governments are 
finding it difficult to sustain this sector as euch and 
are gradually thinking of upgrading or modernising this 
sector to increase its productivity and usefulness to Hi« 
community. 

In« modern eeotor 

Immediately after attaining freedom from the 
Colonial rule,  the developing oountries in their anxiety 
to industrialise their countries,  imported modern 
technologies and modem paokege planta from the developed 
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countries.    The unite were  set up in metropolitan cities 
or lar^e   toM/ne as they needed high level of infrastructure. 
They had   to be operated by foreign technicians who did 
noe want  to   stay in the rural areas.     Capital coat of 
this  equipment wfca very  hi¿h.    The   ut.pecity of production 
was very high but the markets were  so   small resulting in 
low utilisation of the plants.     Since   these plants were 
automatic,   the  employment potential was also very low. 
The  piente were  quite  complicated  end any breakdown,, in  the 
plants could not be repaired with local facilities end the 
plants had  to be   shut down for ¿ettin¿ imported  componen ta. 

The overall performance of these plante,  inepite of 
the  fact that  they are the most modern plants in the world, 
is comparatively very poor.    The  depreciation on these 
plants is high,   the breakdowns are hi^h end the plants 
work near or below the break even capacity, with the result 
that  capital formation even with  this modern  technology is 
not there  (many of them suffer losaee and have  to be 
protected),     fciese plants are not based on local raw 
materials,  local  skills,  end on local entrepreneur ship. 
They produce luxury goods,  or are    aaaamblin« unite 
importing the  components.    It has been the experience of 

many of the developing countries that neither the  traditional 
sector nor the modern sector has been able to accelerate 
the economic development with the result that the disparity 
between developed and the developing countries instead of 
decreasing has been increasing. 

The  concept of "Appropriate Technology" has been 
evolved out of this dilemma between the modern seotor and 
the traditional sector ana attempts to oombine the  salient 
features of both.    It is not a technology that is trying 
to make a  compromise and suggest in the developing countries 
to use an outdated technology.    It is in fact a new technology 
to meet the needs of the developing eoonomies.    It has sufficient 
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productivity  to ttttii; se li'-re li en ce ond self-suetained 
growth.    It is   siulíicíently low  in ct.piti.1  cost und 
the   technology   could be aevelopeu t,nd  the equipment 
prouueeu with loct-.l  trills enei,  reuourcee.    Ite volume 
oi'  production   is consistent with  the locel market.     It 
needs inirystructure which  oould    be  attainable in the 
rurtl  treas. 
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* • Development of Appropriata Technology 

Though the concept of Appropriate Technology has been 
aocepted over the last two decades, not much work has  been done 
either for developing or promoting it. 

Innovative entrepreneurs both from the traditional or 
modern sectors have from time to time developed suitable tech- 
nologies to meet their individual needs.    These have been 
developed either by improving the existing traditional techno- 
logies by small additions of improved equipment or by getting a 
sophisticated technology and simplifying them for their own use. 
Various institutions, particularly the agricultural engineering 
institutions in some of the countries have developed improved 
agricultural equipment.    The small industry proto-type design 
centres have also improved small hand operated machines, for 
use of the entrepreneurs.    But systematic efforts in this direc- 
tion have not taken place, nor have attempts been made to pool 
the resources available in the developing countries.    Several 
approaches for the development of Appropriate Technology are 
being tried,  and some of then are listed for discussion. 

Improvement in traditional technology 

Some of the improvements that can be thought of in the 
traditional technology are: 

a) Better tools and eamipment for increasing productivity« 
These are not readily available in the developing countries). 
Developed countries have some of the improved hand tools but 
these have to be modified and adapted. Rural artisan cannot 
depend on imported tools. These tools and equipment have to 
be developed locally though the basic idea or the principle 
could be a borrowed one. In this connection, examples from 
India could be: 

(i)      Improved fly shuttle loom over the pit looms 
to improve the production and productivity of 
the wearer. 

(11)      Improved potter's wheel over the traditional 
wheel to product earthen pots. 

(Ill)      Improved blacksmith? tools over the traditional 
tools. 
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b) work©8ÌOn °2 m0tive power for UBe by the traditional 

Provision of infrastructure,  particularly electricity, 
to traditional industriea helps in modernising tnem  to 
increase productivity.    In India, the Rural electrification 
Corporation (a Government of India organisation)  is giving 
special loans to the State Electricity Boards to make power 
available in the rural areas.    Bxamples of electrificatior  of 
traditional industries are: 

(i)      Improved  oil crushing units,  power operated, 
(ii)      Improved blacksmithy units using welding 

machines• 

(iii)      Improved  tannery 
(iv)      Improved   Uackemitty 

o) Helping the artisan who is working in hiaown house 
with family members,  to organise himself as a/RSustry by 
hiring or owning premises in industrial clusters,  get power, 
take bank loans, hire purchase machinery, expand his market, 
etc.    To do this, he will have to be provided with training 
both in the use of technology and management practices. 

d) Suggesting new designs to the artisan so that he can 
manufacture the hand-made articles of a utility nature whioh 
will be of prestigious value. 

• ) The other approaoh in the area of teohnology development 
i« simplifying the more sophisticated teohnology and reduce the 
size of the plant to meet local requirements.    This innovative 
work is done by the entrepreneurs who import the first plant 
and subsequently design their own plants to meet their increasing 
requirement.    This is also done by the maohinery manufacturers. 
In India, the solvent extraotlon plants whioh have been 
developed with capacity ranging from 5 tons to 20 tons are 
based on the eophistieated teohnology of 100 ton plants. 
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Similarly, the cotton seed extraction unite hare been 
simplified; eo also the rice bran oil extraction plants. 
India has also developed simple,  inexpensive plants for 
manufacturing a large number of consumer items like food 
products,  garments, hosieries, footwear, optical lenses, 
scientific instruments,  etc. 

f ) Keeping in view the limitations as well as the positive 
aspects of appropriate technology, a mixed approach for 
appropriate technology promotion has been used in arriving 
at a technology-mix for industries.    This mixed approach has 
the inherent advantage in that it optimises the use of scaroe 
resources«    In a country like India any item of food has to 
be used most effectively.    If the oil were to be crushed only 
in the oil ghani or the oil expeliera,  it would leave oil in 
the oil oake to the extent of 6-105* depending on the equipment 
used.    The oil cake from the oil ghani or the oil expeliera 
is collected and further processed  in a sophisticated solvent 
extraction plant for additional quantity of oil.    The oil 
oake is then used for preparing edible protein.    This mixed 
approach has the advantage of linking up the traditional 
industries from the villages to the modern industries in the 
towns where the eftd-product of one becomes the raw material 
for the    other.    Other examples could be equally interesting. 

f ) Bice milling is done in deoentralised mills and rice 
bran is collected and processed to produce rioe bran oil« 
This meaningful and planned linking of industries or developing 
cluster of industries with horizontal and vertioal links seems 
to be the answer for many of the problems, of ef feo ti ve 
resource and manpower utilisation. 
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5. Acceptance of Appropriate Technolog 

Though Appropriate Technology haa been accepted at the 
national level, embodied as an effective development strategy 
in the plans, acceptance by the individual enterprises is wanting. 
Several reasons could be attributed to it. 

|g|^|^£l£al and soclolo^cal barriere for change in tradition»! 

Attempts to innovate or introduce changes in technology 
in the traditional sector industries often meet with resistance. 
Such resistance sets roots in a number of factors.     Among then 
are the general low level of awareness;   the limited horizon and 
the  inability to view things in the larger time perspective. 
Another set  of factors relates to the high level of insecurity 
and low level of aspiration. 

oEffij^Hy!*^6"97 t9 t|,tfi^^l0n bound  OMnfatiOM includili» 

Strong affiliât i ve tendencies are related to dependency 
behaviour which is strengthened by social approval and the 
threat of the withdrawal of such approval in the event of non- 
conforming behaviour. 

The insecurity of the entrepreneur for change in the 
traditional technology is further aooentuated by lack of teohnioal 
and managerial skills for operating new technologies.    Very 
often the technical skills are learnt by the artisan from his 
father and he works under the latter1s guidance.    A blacksmith 
who is given a welding machine, will have to know the techniques 
of welding, the types of welding rods to be used and the various 
other technicalities connected with the welding.    Likewise, 
expansion or modernising traditional industry will have to 
employ a few workerr/To borrow money from the financial insti- 
tutions and this would call for managerial skills which are 
not available with the traditional worker. 

The new technology would also meet diversification and/or 
expansion of the market,    with the new tools and equipment and 
with inoreased productivity volume of production tends to be 
high.    Capability to produoe more oomplioated goods would be 
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ensured with the technology which in turn also entails xinding 
new markets,  or expanding the existing one.    These skills and 
resources the traditional worker does not possess. 

The traditional worker operates in his house with the 
help of his family members.     With the new technology, he may 
have to move out of the house and work in a workshed or factory. 
These and the financial and  other infrastructure facilities 
like motive power,  are not available in the place where he is 
presently operating.    Financial,  infrastructure and marketing 
institutions are coming up in some of the developing countries, 
but he also lacks the knowledge and skills to get institutional 
assistance.    The change from the traditional to the appropriate 
aeotor will have to be brought about through a process of 
education and extension.    The change needs to be gradual. 

On the other hand,  entrepreneurs starting modern 
industries are equally reluctant to use appropriate technologie.. 
They prefer a modern technology which has been working sucoess- 
fully in a developed country.    Some of the reasons for the 
relictance are: 

Starting an industry with "appropriate technology» ig 
time-consuming.    It is not proven, tested, and choice in tenu 
of alternative process of technologies is not available.    The 
management would not like to take risk with such a technology. 

Subsidies and incentives are given for fixed capital 
investment in machinery.    No such incentives are available for 
••Ploying labour.    On the contrary, labour is made more 
expensive by Labour Laws,  Factory Acts,  and capital is made 
oheap by lower rates of interest. 

Range of technologies, of different capacity and degrees 
of sophistication is not available to choose from. 

The management feels strongly that it is easier to 
handle a machine than labour.   This perception is partly due 
to labour laws, but mainly lack of human relatione skills. 
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7« The Approach 

The task of generating the new breed of "Appropriate 
Technology" has to be done by developing countries themselves. 
The developed countries  who are concerned with the teohno- 
logiee suitable xor them will not be interested in developing 
appropriate technologies.    This is being ¿one in some of the 
developing countries by the Government,  industrial research 
laboratories,  private HAD laboratories,   by innovative 
entrepreneurs  and  even by some of the innovative consumera. 
It  is not always necessary only to think of technologies fro« 
scratch.    Moat of the technologies in the developing countries 
are meaningful adaptations of the sophisticated technologie« 
or systematic     upgrading    of the traditional technologies. 
Promotion and support for the innovators to innovate, 
standardise,  test and market technologies is one of the 
methods being tried  in many countries.    India has  set up 
the Invention Promotion Board for this purpose.    The Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research has set up a large 
number of laboratories for developing technologies relevant 
to the country. 

Technologies developed and adapted in one developing 
country could be relevant to another developing country at 
the resource endowments  and other faotors of production are 
comparable.    The pooling of technologies developed would 
minimise the gap in the process of transfer of technology 
between them. 

Suggested atypff 

1- «flection of technology, 

To begin with it is suggested that industries that 
are  dispersed   and of a ubiquitous nature could be selected for 

technology development.    These industrie» may be baaed on 
the local     resource«, primarily to meet the looal need« 
of the community i.e. the technologies could be such whioh 
would cater to the small markets in the looal area« and 
which would not involve a heavy burden on the exieting 
t rane port ation and other infrastructure facilities in the 
oountry.    it is suggested that eaoh oountry oould seleot 
one   hundred     technologie» for development» 
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2* Inventory of technologies 
Before talcing up the task of developing technologie«, 

an inventory of technologies available  for producing the 
•ame product» should be made.   This inventory would indioate 
the type of technology,   the capital cost, labour requirement, 

infrastructure facilities, etc.    Such an inventory would 
reveal the gaps, if any, existing in the range of technologies 
»••liable,for the choice of entrepreneur!.   Ultimately the 
technology selection has to be done by the entrepreneur taking 
into consideration all the relevant facte and data. 

3* Development of Technologie 
The inventory of technologies would reveal certain 

gaps either in the size of the plants available or in the 
eost range of the plants ari also in the degree of sophietioation. 
These gaps will have to be filled so that the entrepreneur 
gets a wide range of technologies to suit the market size. 
The development of technologies would also ooncern itself 
with the upgrading of rural technology to make it oapital- 
saving as well as capital-forming. 

The development of technology would consist either 
in standardising a process already developed or adaptation 
of the process or miniaturing the process to fill up the gap. 
This could be done by R a D inetitutions or taken up by 
manufacturers of equipment. 

4. lraluation of Technology 
The viability of technologies available and developed 

will have to he assessed through an intensive study and the 
levels of production at which these technologies would be 
viable.    The field data on the viability of technologies will 
be oolleoted by observing the existing industries using the 
technologies.    This data would be processed to indioate the 
viability range of different technologies at different ooets 
of labour and size of market. 

Since the ultimate seleotion of the technology is dome 
by the entrepreneur on his economi o ooneid» rat ions, the 
•valuation data on technology should olearly indioate the 
oapaoity at which the technology is viable, the labour 
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requirements, the capita coat of the unit, etc.    The 
entrepreneur will substitute the local costs of capital 
i.e. the rates of interest and the local cost of labour 
and then do hie own evaluation of technology to ass... if 
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8* Teohnolofrv Transfer 

Technology transfer is an integral part of appropriate 
technology development.    One of the problems faced by the 
developing countries is that they have established  research 
institutions  at an enormous expenditure.    The processes 
developed are not transferred to the field level.    They remain 
only as  the research achievements of the laboratories.    Like- 
wise the entrepreneurs who have innovated a technology do not 
bother to propagate them.    In any country the metropolitan 
centres where a number of large  and small industries have 
sprung up with or without foreign collaboration are storehouse» 
of technology.    Attempts are being made to transfer these 
technologies to the backward areas to correct the regional 
imbalances.    Technology transfer could be visualised 
in two'spheres;   technology transfer within the same country - 
between entrepreneurs in different regions and technology 
transfer between different countries.    Technology transfer 
at  the national level can take any one of the following forms: 

a) from a metropolitan city to a backward region/hinterland. 
It  is a diffusion of technology from a place of concentration 
into backward areas.    Entrepreneurs in the metropolises have 
a need to expand,  the facilities for which are being provided 
in the backward areas.   Promotional as well as restrictive 
policies aid and assist in this form of technology transfers. 
Many of the states are now prohibiting the establishment of 
new enterprises or the expansion of the existing industries. 
At the ease time, they are providing facilities in the backward 
regions,  like developmed land at low cost, infrastructure 
facilities, loans,  etc. 

b) From a developed region to a backward region in the 
same country.    Financial and fiscal measures are   given to 
promote this type of technology transfer.    Where licensing of 
industries is being done, this     administrative tool is used to 
foroe industries to the baokward regions. 

o) From an existing entrepreneur to a new entrepreneur 
through in-plant training,  collaboration, etc.   The new 
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entrepreneur* are jiven training in motivation, préparation 
of feasibility studies, management practices and than asked 
to work in an existing enterprise.    The new entrepreneur 
learns the technology as well as the management practioes;- 
aany time« he entera into collaboration with the existing 
entrepreneur to start an industry. 

d) Consultants, machinery suppliers and extension agenoies 
help the new entrepreneur with the necessary technical knowhow 
and give turnkey projeote for industries in the backward regions. 

e) Through the efforts of research laboratories.    The 
scientists in the research laboratories who have developed 
the processes are also helping new entrepreneurs with the 
technologies they have developed.    The main emphasis in the 
technology transfer is in giving the new entrepreneur proven 
technology, i.e. a technology that has been tested and which 
the entrepreneur himself has seen working. 
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9- International technology transfer 

Transfer of technology from a developed country to 
the developing countries has been an on-going process for 
quite some time.    This transfer under colonial rule vas mainly 
utilised to exploit  the local resouroes for producing semi- 
finished goods which fed industries in the developed country. 
Bstablished, financed,  and managed by foreigners,  these 
industries did not develop any talent within the country. 
Local people were engaged only as unskilled workers.    Further 
this  type of technology transfer did not help dispersal} 
industries tended to be established only in placea where the 
foreigners preferred to live and where infrastructure was 
well developed. 

The developing countries, after liberation, import: 
technology for starting basic industries like steel, aluminiu», 
oement, copper, etc    Such technologies tend to be oapital- 
intensive.   Though essential for basic industries, they are 
not necessary for light industries.   The need of the developing 
oountries is not only technology, which is a means, but is to 
oréate employment by the use of capital and labour and to 
accelerate economic development« 

In recent year«, emphasis on the transfer of technology 
between developing oountries ham been growing, particularly 
in the area of light industry.    Labour-intensive industry, 
based on teobnology developed or adapted by one developing 
oountry is more suited to the oonditions of another. 

Transfer of technology in the international field 
concerne itself with adaptation rather than mere transplant. 
This is attempted, though to a limited extent, even in    ' 
transferring technology for baslo industries from developed 
oountries* 

Ghnnar Hyrdal has this to say on transfer of teohnologyt 

"In the first place it had to be learned that 
soientific industrial technology, to be maximally useful in 
the under-developed oountries, oannot simply be transferred 
but Bust be adapted to the oonditions prevailing there.   The 
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tropical and'aub-tropical son«« where thai« oountriea are 
aoetly looated have a différant climate, ani the import ano a 
of climate among all the problema beeetting their eoonomio 
development haa been, in my view, groaaly underestimated. 
The factors of production, capital and labour are locally 
available in quite different proportions.    Mucated, experienced 
and akilled managers, engineers and workers are relatively 
acaree.    Domestic market« are amali,  depriving new industrie« 
of economies of scale,  unless they o an rapidly find large 
export markets.    The external economi as provided by a diverse 
eurrounding industrial system are, of courae, also abaent and 
take time to develop." 

Teohnolo^jy tranafer, whether it is within a country 
or from one oountry to another, has the following element« i 

I* a)     Type of technology 
b)     Source of technology 

IX.       Mechanism of tranafer or linkage meohanisa between 
the sources with the potential adaptor. 

III.     Potential adaptor - reoeiver of technology. 
XT.        environmental factor« influencing the prooess of 

transfer/adapt at ion. 
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10*    Technology paéicpfí« 

Technology for the manufacture of anj  iteo 

baa  three main componente in it, 

1) i'echnologj hardware which mainly coneirte 

of plpnt,   equipment ßnd tools. 

2) Technology software,   i'e. knovhow for the 

i»nuf*cturing      •   formulae, if eny,   and 

operating corditiona for the plant. 

3) Technology oddware,  i.e. management    aspect 

of  the technology. 

I'heee three elemente would be    there in varying 

proportion» even in the  case of appropriate technology. 

The  software part of technology i e as important as 

the hardware part and in   the process of technology 

transfer      all the threi will have to be transferred 

together.    In moat technology   tranafere where  the 

entrepreneurjbuy    the equipment,  the manufacturers 

of equipment do not give him the knowhow nor is the 

entrepreneur equipped with the management stolals for 

managing the enterprise.    So facilitate and to build 

in technological capabilities in entrepreneurs, 

m phased programme of manufacturing has been adrooated. 

zf (A), (B), (0) an« (S) ars ths various stages 

in manufacturing as shown below, 

*»•  lajpnlmhea produot and 'A' is the basio raw- 

material,   instead of manufacturing ths finished produot 

•D' from 'A',in ths phased programma ths sntrsprsnsur 

J 
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manufacture» 'D'  from 'c'    and ¿radually oomes 

to 'B'   and than 'A'.    Thia facilitate« in aoquiring 

technological capability in stages by  the entrepreneur« 

Similarly,   while processing the raw mataríais, 

inatead of processing the raw material  to the final 

stage,  ha can do only one procesa or two processes 

and send the semi-finished raw materials for 

further processes. 

Thia has been aooepted as a suitable method 

of building up technological capabilities in 

entrepreneurs in the developing oountrias.    Ibis 

teohniqua haa been used in India for the manufacture 

of oomplioatad items like talavision sets, 

bicycles,   scooters,  automobiles, tractor«,  etc. 

It hat aleo been used in the oaee of pharmaceutic ali, 

dyes tuff s,  inseotioides, «to. 
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11     ftohPQlogy Ane»mnt 

i'hs emphasis of technology assessment for 

the developing countries,  particularly for 

Appropriate Technology,   is different from the 

emphasis given in developed countries.    Appropriate 

Technology ia not a static concept.    The 

appropriateness itself goes on changing as  the 

economy  develops from one  stage to another.    In a 

developing oountry,   technology assessment has to 

take    into  consideration mainly the employment 

generation and   the eifective resource utilisation. 

The technology policy and  technology assessment 

units will help in planning research on Appropriate 

Technology keeping in view the requirements of the 

developing countries.    It may be mentioned he • 

that «.he  technology assessment may have  to be dons 

on a regional b?sis,  for  the    disparities in 

development and income ¿ire high.    But, in any oase, 

eaoh developing country should have a technology 

assessment and a technology policy unit for 

Appropriate Technology and for the small scale 
and, 

sector so that the role of small soale sectorTTthe 

baeio objective of eifective resources utilisation 

with minimum of expenditure,  is maintained.    The 

other objeotive of technology assessment is to 

reduce the regional iubalanoes and also the disparities 

between the developed and the developing oountriee. 
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A systems approach for the assessment of 

technology for the developing countries is essential 

for developing a long range  teohnology policy. 

Soaie of the areas of interaction With technology 

in the developing oountries are» 

1     Economio 

K     Demographie 

I    Resourees 

b 
o 

a 
b 
o 

ft 

b 

4     Iffeot OB 0 
•to tor« 

I    Skills 

6     Oestation 
period 

thtr « 

b 
o 

ft 

b 

ft 

T     Institutions 

Capital oost and 
availability 
Foreign exchange required 
Growth in  the eoonomy - 
capital saving for 
reinvestment 

Direct employment 
Indirect employant 
Cost of labour 
Migration to citiso 
Balanoed development of 
different regions 

Resouroe utilisation 
Iffsctiveness 

Renewable or non-renewable 
resources 

Impact of industrial 
technology on agri oui ture 
and vice-versa 
Construction 
transportation 

Entrepreneurial and 
managerial skills 

Skilled workers 

l'ine required for starting 
the industry 

lype of institutions for 
fromotlng technologies - 
iscal,  fin ano i al and 

industrial 

J 
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b      lutai dir, ed rate of  interest 
o      Capitel subsidies -  tex 

holidays 
à      technical ini titubo, s,   etc 
•      Infrastructure availability 

a      Quelity and price 
b      Scope for export 
e      Comparison with Internationa! 

prices 

9        Social considera- 
tions for adaptation 
and  transfer of  technology. 

l'echnology assessment for the developing countries 

takes    into consid ration  these and many ruore 

factors to arrive at Approprinte Technology and 

industrial polioy for the future.    In addition to 

the norcini function of projecting the technology 

requirements for the futura the technology assessment 

unita oould constantly reliew the technologies that 

are buooming obaolata and suggest alternata technologies 

for develop»«nt. 

v> 
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12« iolicv Formulation/Appropria te Technology 

The existing policies,   both  financial and  fiscal, 
tend   to promote  either the   traditional  industries which 
are non-productive or the modern   sophisticated industries. 
Tue  incentives ¿iven are linked with the  capital  investment 
in  the industry.    For traditional  industries  the  incentive 
is withdrawn once  the  inuustry is  even  slightly modernised. 
This arrangement  tends to   support  the   status  quo  in 
industrial relations and is not  conducive  to   the  development 
and promotion of appropriate  technologies. 

The policies v\ill have  to   be formulated 
taking into  consideration the objectives 
of industrialisation.    If employment is 
one  of the  oojectives,  then incentives 
should  be given and linked with employment. 
If moderniDin¿: the artisan  sector is one 
of  the objectives,   then there will be 
disincentive for non-modernising and 
incentive for modernisation.    At present, 
the  reverse operates in many of the 
developing countries.    Excise duties, 
•alas _tax and other forms of fiscal levies 
are laid on industries which use power 
but these are exempted where industries 
do not use power.    Likewise,  ospitai 
subsidies are given on heavy investments, 
no employment  subsidy is forthcoming. 

The Labour Laws in most of the developing countries 
are adaptations from the developed countries.    These 
Laws tend  to make  employment of labour more difficult 
than having an automatic plant.    They should be. consistent 
with the level of development of industry.    It is suggested 
that Labour Laws should be  compatible with the investment 

par worker in industry and not based on the number of 
people as at present. 

The infrastructure is available only in the bigger 
oitiss and the metropolitan areas in the developing 
countries.    If the objectiva of industrialisation is to bring 
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about dispersal of industries and introduction of 
appropriate  technologies in industries and if the 
industries are reserved  for agricultural  sector and the 
rural   sector, then it  is essential that certain growth 
centres should be located and infrastructure developed. 
The location of the  growth centres should be  such that 
each growth centre  serves a certain hinterland and a 
number of settlements.    It ie possible  to  think of a 
hierarchy with industrial mix in these growth centres 
which link up hi e rar chi el towns.    Exemples of this aret 

1) Lowest level of growth centre,  repair 
of agricultural implements - primary 
processing of oil seeds. 
Next level. 

2) Production of agricultural implementi - 
solvent extraction of oil oak«. 
Hext level. 

3) Production of agricultural machinery - 
Protein foods,  further processing of 
oils, etc. 

Development of growth centre and development of infra- 
structure as a pre-requisite for the introduction of 
Appropriate Technologies in the rural areas.  

She infrastructure that is to be developed by the 
growth oentre could be  both social overheads and physical 
infrastructure would cover industrial land, faotory 
buildings, power,  raw material depots,  transportation, 
training facilities,  financial institutions,  etc    The 
social overheads would include hospitals,   »ohooli, hotels, 
entertainment, etc    The development of growth centre 
would reduce the migration of eduoated and skilled workers 
to tas metropolitan cities in se a roh of employment. 
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13, Reservatione* ««ctors of indn^y 

The appropriate  technology,   though e conomically 
and financially a viable proposition for the developing 
countries,  needs,  in the initial   stages, a certain 
degree of protection from the organised large industries 
located in the metropolitan cities or from the goods 
that  come into  the  country.    Some kind of protection, 
either reservation of  sectors for the development  through 
appropriate   technology or differential taxation for   the 
two secta*, could be considered. 

-\) 
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14«    Institution building 

Though research institutions and  «election 

agencies have been estrvblished to procote ft'fJl f:nd 

nedium industries,  no  specialised institution baa 

come into  the field for  the development and promotion 

of appropriate technology.    Infcnxtion or, technology, 

though essential,  is one of  the elemente lacking in 

the developing countries.    It ic sur^eated  that 

either a sepárete institute or a Technology révélèrent 

and Trnhfcier Cell be  established as  a part oí  the 

industrial promotion agency in each country.     The task 

of the technology development cell would be  three-fold. 

*) To identify technology available in the country 

and prepare an inventory of technologies for the 

industries  selected on priority for developc.ers.    1'he 

inventory could indicate both the equipment, know-how 

and the sources of supply.    The cell could aleo undertake 

a continuous evaluation of the technologies for making 

the information available  to the prospective entrepreneurs, 

b) The cell could coordinate the technology 

developt.cn t efforts of various other organi sa tiore and 

research laboratories and help then  through its effort 

the type of technology that is needed for different 

industrial sectors. 

The cell could supply technology information to 

entrepreneurs and extension agents working in the field 

of a responsivo assistance or basis through the publica- 

tion of bulletins. 
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It may be mentioned here the/t technology 

information oí  the type required has to be collected 

through field agents.     The latter should constantly 

feed the cell by live and unpublished information 

about  the technologies developed by innovators and 

en trepreneure. 

c) The cell could eleo establish contacts either 

with   technology development celle or agencies in 

other countries and  try to form a technology grid 

among  themselves. 

The cell could also initiate transfer between 

the supplier or the donor of technology and its 

receiver.    Fere the role of  the c«ll would be rote 

UJt-b  ihf-t of t catalyst where i* brings the donor and 

the receiver tcecthcr.    The technology transfer could 

be between two firms with or without the help of 

extineion agencies.     The cell could also promote the 

other types of technology transfers, viz. from the 

research laboratories,  from »nblished literature etc. 

The Indian experience in this area hae been that 

technology transfers have been possible from one region 

to another where the entrepreneur,after getting initial 

training i„ the area of project 

identification, project viability, project management, 

works in a factory and gets the technology.    This kind 

of technology transfer has also bein tried successfully 

in the case of entrepreneurs from other countries 

coning to India for training. 
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gfrftlniPfl for Uehnplo£!L\rB^êf£Tmj^j^ajtj^ifip 

Introduction oí appropriate technology hti 

to be done in stages eo that it causee the least 

dieturbance in employment oí lcbour.     The entrepre- 

neur eleo lcarne the  technology ir Steges and adapta 

himself to the new situation.    The systems approach 

for the technology adaptation in  the 

traditional induetry is deairable ae  the entrepreneur 

is not intereated in 3ust having a new tectnoloey 

aince he haß to buildi produce and merket.    He knows 

the new deeigne,  he hue the neceen :.ry  ±ri?; r true tur e 

tri fir&ree for increaßefl produotlor. 

*•# She Indian experience ir the field of stall 

induetry prore tier hae been ccneidertble.    The n.tll 

Inductrice fror, every moderate beginning are now 

contributing substantially to incuttric.1 production 

(36 percent).    The total nurbcr cf ectll industrie* ic 

nearly 40C thousand industrie*. 

In addition, we here 

the traditional induetries which also account for 

considerable production and eiuployr.ert.     The traditional 

sector la being gradually modernised by the introduc- 

tion of aodern tool«, flnanoial aaeietance, infraotru- 

eture faoilitiea, and new markets.    The sector today 

la eren exporting to other countries and earn* foreign 

exchange for the ooonoay.    lae aoderc aector whioh alto 

•••• appropriate teoftaology la varying degraos la 
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manufacturing Ecphistictted goods like radio, 

television,  bicycle, scientific instrumente etc., 

using labour intewivo toot.nclcgiee which ere loceted 

in sin&33   towne.     Inflie ree developed e number oi 

institutions for supporting both the traditional 

sector and the modern sector of small industries. 

The assistance ranges from financial assistance  to 

marketing as eis tare e end training of entrepreneurs, 

both ir marc gerne rt ana  toohnclC£y. 

International cociere tien for developing, 

pooling and transferring appropriate technology from 

one country to another ie very meaningful end this 

can be ione only if the developing countries identify 

lecci Jnstii-utions   that can undertake  the task of 

identifying and developing technologies.    Such 

institutions end extension egente from different 

countries could be brought together in workshops, 

seminare  end in training programmes.    Likewise,  entre- 

preneurs  from different countries could be brought 

together  to exchange tec. nologies,   to leern the manage- 

ment and software  technology of work.    It oan even be 

envisaged that a donor entrepreneur« would visit the 

receiving entrepreneur end help him set up the industry. 

This col] aber e ti ve arrangement between small entrepre- 

neurs ualng appropriate technology would be a very 

meaningful exercise to the developing countries.    It CAP 

help them to acquire relevant technology  »t a fraction 

of cost which they would pay for getting the technology 

from the developed oountries. 
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